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Faint Victim Upsets KJC
by John York

A KJC s tudent suffering
from concussions fainted in
the Humanities building on
the morning of September
25.
The
incident
dramatically spotlighted the
need for proper first aid
facilities on the campus.
The student, Hamilton
Boone, had received a head
wound while working the
previous weekend and had
been treated and released
by the Kennestone Hospital
emergency
room. His
repercussions occurred
after he returned to school
Monday morning.
Gary Simmers, student
assistant for the Humanities
division, was present when
Boone became ill.
"I saw this guy fall on
his knees in the hallway,"
Simmers recalled. "He was
sliding on his knees and
throwing up at the same
time. Somebody got a trash
can. Ms. Miles, the
secretary, came up with a
cold, wet napkin... Dr.
Hinton rushed down and
brought up a cold napkin. I
asked if a nyone was getting
a nurse, but no one
responded."
When asked if he knew
there was a first aid kit in
the Humanities division
office, Simmers replied, "I
know now. It's mounted on
the wall...You can see it."
Simmers explained that
when he started working
for Humanities he was
neither shown the location
of the first aid kit nor in
structed in its proper use.
Ms. Sybil Williams,
Administrative Assistant in
Community
Services,
became aware of the
emergency and rushed to
give aid.
"He was sick at his
stomach and could not
speak or sit up," Ms.
Williams recalled. "You
could tell he was quite ill.
"We tried to help him
with paper towels," she
continued. "A maintenance
man found a cloth towel so I
wet it and put it on the back
of his neck. We needed a
blanket to cover him up
with. He was pale and
completely listless."
Blankets
are
not

available as first aid
supplies in any of the
buildings. Likewise, pillows
and cloth towels for
emergency
use
are
nonexistent.
So Hamilton Boone lay
slumped on the cold con
crete floor, comforted only
by the jackets of Ms.
Williams and Ms. Miles.
When Tom Salter of the
art depprtment heard of
Boone's misfortune, he
found a blanket and rushed
to the scene.
"I just knew someone
was sick and needed help,"
Salter said later, "and I had
a blanket in my office. We
really were not prepared."
While several faculty
members tried to comfort
Boone, Ms. Miles called the
office of the Dean of Student
Affairs to find out what to
do. The secretary at the
office relayed the message
to
the
switchboard
operator, who is turn called
the ambulance.
Within a few minutes an
ambulance arrived from
Kennesaw and took Boone
to the emergency room at
Kennestone Hospital. As the
ambulance departed Ms.
Miles called Boone's doctor
and asked him to notify the
emergency room that the
ambulance was on its way.
Boone's parents were in
Florida.
As this article goes to
press, Hamilton Boone is in
satisfactory condition at
Kennestone Hospital.
Retrospect
KJC's meager first aid
facilities and lack of t rained
personnel came into glaring
prominence as a result of
the Boone incident.
According to Ms. Miles,
a directive went out to each
instructor at the time the
first aid kits were installed
in the various buildings; but
new instructors have not
been formally notified of th e
presence of a kit.
Ms. Miles also pointed
out that the kits are so
simple that one does not
need any training in order
to be able to use them.
An inspection by this
[continued on Page 5]

New P.p. Majors make plans for inter-collegiate competition
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Intercollegiate Competition
by Marie Burns
Some students have
remarked that they would
like to have a football team.
What they really mean is
they would like some inter
collegiate competition. The
President of the P.E. Club,
Herb Hendrix, may have the
answer.

A fe w days ago Hendrix
received a letter from
Danny O'Sullivan, the
chairman of the Association
of
College
UnionInternational, that con
tained information on
campus, regional and
national competitions that

Drastic
Changes
Coming
by
Paul Flanagan

At the October 4
meeting of SG A, the student
statues committee will
submit two constitutional
amendents that could
critically change student
government at Kennesaw.
The first change is to
abolish
the
Student
Judicial Committee. In the
past, an offender had two
choices. He could go before
the Dean of Student Affairs
or he could stand trial
before the Student Judical
Committee. But the new
proposal would give the
offender no choice but to
see the dean; there would
be no Judical committee.

This proposal stems from
the fact that the present
Judicial committee has been
maribund for some time.
The second proposal
would allow the S.G.A. to
suspend the constitution for
a specified time in order to
meet emergencies not
forseen by the constitution
this has been prompted by
the frequent vacancies in
the student senate, which
under the constitution
cannot be filled again by.
appointment.
These amendments both
deal with a perennial
plaque of student govern[continued on Page 5]

KJC students have a chance
to participate in.
If y ou're not the athletic
type, don't despair if you
would like to join in. In
campus, regional and
national competition a few
of the activities will be such
things as Bowling, billiards,
table tennis, bridge and
trap and skeet. In campus
and Regional competition,
chess buffs will have a
chance.
The entry fees are $2.50
to $5.00 for regional and
only $1.00 for campus. If
you want any information,
contact Herb Hendrix, Jane
Burnup or Eddie Cappola of
the P.E. and Recreation
Majors Club.

Chess
Club

Attention new and
returning students! The
Kennesaw Junior College
Chess Club is holding its
first meeting Monday,
October 8, 1972 at noon in
front of Sentinel Office in
Students Services Center.
All students are welcome to
join. No knowledge of chess
is required. Chess boards
and pieces will be provided
by the club.
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Bylaw

Amendments
Since it appears that the time for SGA Senatorial
elections is once again drawing close, the editors of The
Sentinel feel that the time has come to discuss the subject of
amendments to the SGA Bylaws.
If our information is correct, there are approximately
twenty proposed amendments to be ratified by the students
sometime in the near future. We just wonder if i t will do any
good for the students to vote in the ones they want.
Since Spring Quarter, two instances have occured
where SGA has ignored and completely by-passed the
Bylaws. The first instance occured at the end of Spring
Quarter when the SGA President took it upon himself to
appoint more temporary senators for the summer quarter
than authorized by the SGA Bylaws.
The second instance has occured and is occuring this
quarter. The SGA is now holding Bi-weekly meetings rather
than weekly meetings, again in direct violation of their
Bylaws. SGA Bylaws, article VI, Section 1: "The regular
meetings of the Association shall be held once a week."
We feel that in order to work for the students, SGA must
operate according to the procedures outlines in their
Bylaws until these are officially amended. It is not fair to the
student body for SGA to make decisions and initiate changes
which affect the students without availing them of the
opportunity to have a voice in these decisions.
The Sentinel feels that it must voice its opinion on at
least one of the proposed amendments. An amendment
proposed by the Student Statutes Committee would allow
the SGA to suspend the Bylaws for a specified time in order
to meet emergencies not forseen by the Bylaws. . . . We do
not feel that such a broad amendment would create
anything but dictatorial license within SGA. Such an
amendment would allow a very loose interpretation of the
term "emergency." Anything could be deemed an
emergency and then acted on without the voice of the
student body. We feel that most of these so-called
"emergencies" could be foreseen and specifically taken into
consideration when writing the Bylaws. Our suggestion is
that SGA take previous problems and profit by their
mistakes when drafting these new Bylaws, rather than
initiating vague articles into them.
In an interview with a Sentinel staff member, one of our
prominent students, Harry Whitehead, said "SGA has
reached the state of being a defunct government." We now
leave it up to SGA to prove him wrong.

Symposium
(KJC-PIO) Highlights of
Cobb County Symposium '72
will be featured in a special
30-minute, color program on
Channel 8—WGTV-Monday,
October 9, at 7:30 p.m.
The program is a repeat
of a similar production in
August.
Narrator
for
the
program will be Larry
Custer, Marietta attorney
who served as chairman of

'72 on TV
Symposium '72.
The symposium, held in
April on the Kennesaw
Junior College campus,
explored the theme, "The
Search for Relevance in the
Seventies. Speakers in
cluded Bill Burry, center for
the Balitmore Colts, and Dr.
Elisabeth K. Ross author of
the book "On Death and
Dying."

X YORK

I think you'd better fake another
look

at your blueprints."

Editor C ites Policy

We're Not Dead!
by Barry Banks
A
lot
of
campus
traditions and clubs have
died quietly here at K.J.C.,
but the student newspaper.
The Sentinel, is not one of
them.
The Sentinel exists
primarily to keep the
student informed about
events happening around
campus and to reflect on
student opinions. In order to
accomplish this we are
changing from a monthly to
a weekly newspaper. So far
as we know, we are the first
junior college to do so (even
many four year schools
have yet to run weekly).
This weekly publication
is possible due to the fine
potential in our new staff
members and our hard
working veteran reporters.
Thanks to their new ideas
and suggestions, there will
be several new changes in
order to keep up with the
character of this college
and in the student body.
New and different
columnists will be added,
voicing some new and

different points of view.
These columnists are Lucy
Worley, covering the pulse
of the S.G.A.; Geoffrey Ann
Baker, in charge of the
Black Awareness column;
Wesley Channel,who will
keep up with the God's
Forever Family; and Del
Eastman, who achieves
excellence in everything he
writes.
We are setting up a new
system for covering the
campus news which will
make our coverage more
thorough.
We
have
reporters assigned to each
of the different departments
on campus. Also, staff
members will write on
subjects they have had
previous experience with,
bringing in news that we
may have missed before.
In
the
sports
department, there will be
some new changes under
the direction of Rick
Hayden (our new sports
editor.) He will be working
with
Carla
McClure,
Michael Klang, and Larry

Russell, so as to make the
sport page as interesting as
possible to the students.
We hope to become
better acquainted with the
students and faculty on
campus in order to cover
everything as fairly and
honestly as possible. But we
will refuse to become a
puppet organization, as a
few other groups on campus
have become, unable to
speak out when we see
something that is unfair or
unjust to the students.
The Sentinel was an
award-winning newspaper
last year at the Georgia
Press Association, and we
will strive to do even better
this year.
A staff meeting will be
held every Wednesday at
12:30 p.m. in our new office,
located where the S.G.A.
use to be (we needed more
space), on the left corner by
the television set in the
Student Center. If you
would like to join us, come
to the meeting.
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Age Discussed
(KJC-PIO) Problems of
aging-ranging from where
to meet new friends to how
to get the right kind of
exercise-will be explored
this fall in a series of
seminar? on campus.
The "AGE" (AttitudeGrowth - Enthusiasm)
seminars will be held on the
second Thursday of each
month from 10 a.m. to noon
in the library seminar room.
"Aid and Care for the
Over-Sixty—How You Can
Help," will be the topic of
the October 12 seminar, to
be led by Julie Cohn,
director of the Golden Age
Information
Referral
Service, in Atlanta, and

Kitty Butler, of Volunteer
Atlanta.
On Nov. 9, Dr. I. David
Harris, associate professor
of physical education and
Chairman of the Physical
Education Department at
Kennesaw Junior College,
will speak on "As Fit As
You Can Be," a program of
helpful
hints
with
demonstrations of ap
propriate exercises for
keeping physically fit.
"I'm So Glad To Be
Here," will be the topic Dec.
14, when Richard Davy,
director of counseling and
placement at Kennesaw
Junior College, will lead the
concluding
seminar.

Williams Added
(KJC-PIO) S ybil Compton
Williams,
a
former
newspaper writer, has
joined the staff of Ken
nesaw Junior College as an
administrative assistant in
the Office of Community
Services.
She will handle news
releases
and
college
publications and assist in
planning
continuing
education programs.
Mrs. Williams has
served as editor of the
"Cobb County Times," a
weekly newspaper which
was converted to a Sunday
supplement
of
the
"Marietta Daily Journal,"

Dear Editor:
Although 18 year olds
have been able to vote in
Georgia for a longer period
of time than most other 18
year olds in other states,
never before has their vote
been so crucial. The
political
establishment
believes students are a
disinterested group of
marijuana smokers and
beer drinkers, but my faith
in students has not waned
since students helped to
elect John F. Kennedy in
1960. The youthful sup
porters were influential in
shaping the structure of the
campaign.
In the last national
Democratic convention the
youth played a large role in
nominating Senator George
McGovern. This was a
history making event, but
history is not yet completed.
The election of Senator
George McGovern will
definitely show that the
youth of America have a
strong
voice in
the
framework of politics. The
youth can generate a force
of enthusiasm into the

and has worked in ad
vertising sales and layout
for the "Smyrna Herald,"
now the Smyrna Neighbor,"
and as a reporter for the
"Marietta Daily Journal."
She was a part-time writer
at Kennesaw Junior College
from 1969-1971.
A journalism graduate
of the University of G eorgia,
Mrs. Williams is a member
of Theta Sigma Phi,
honorary
journalism
fraternity for women.
She and her husband,
George Williams, and four
children live at 536 Flintwood Dr. NE in Marietta.

campaign
of
Senator
McGovern as he re-vitalizes
the dreams of the new
frontier.
In order to be able to
share in the political ex
perience of 1972 one must
step from the sweet
smelling, smoke-filled rooms
to the streets and ring
doorbells. The end result of
this action will be to become
a part of the voice of
political involvement. If
people mean more to you
than corporations, and
peace is more important
than war, then you should
have
enough
human
compassion in you to join
the Kennesaw McGov6rn
movement. For information
contact Patrick S. Wisienski
at 941-6510 after 5 p.m., or
McGovern
Campaign
Headquarters, 84 Cherokee
Ave., Marietta.
In order to give peace a
chance we must give
Senator George McGovern
a chance to enact peace by
electing him President of
the United States.
Signed
Pat S. Wisienski

THE SENTINEL STAFF

Discussed will be such
topics as depression and
guilt feelings faced by many
older people.
The "AGE" seminars,
designed primarily for older
people, are open also to
interested professionals
and
volunteers.
The
sessions will offer help for
situations and problems
faced by many older people.
There will be no
registration fee for the
programs.
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Block Awareness

Apathy vs Involvement
by Geoffrey Baker
The Student Govern
ment Association is only as
good as the students make
it. Apathy is a sense of
unconcern, a lack of at
tention and interest. The
students of Kennesaw are
being attacked by one of the
most effective diseases on
earth: Apathy.
We have lost a concern
for the betterment of our
school. It is the individual
student's responsibility to
work with his students
government in order to
make his life on campus
more meaningful and en
joyable.
The purposes of tha
Student
Government
Association are to develop a
firm spirit of responsible
citizenship among students,
to encourage meaningful
participation in student
affairs, to promote a better
understanding between
faculty and student body, to

represent the interest of t he
students, and to execute the
student will in accordance
with the privileges granted
the Student Government
Association by the faculty
and administration. In
short,
SGA
is
an
organization designed to
help you, the student, as
you proceed to mold your
life here at Kennesaw.
At the first meeting of
the SGA at Kennesaw
Junior College, only 34 of
approximately
1800
students attended. What
happened to the other 1766
students? Of these 34
students, only three were
Black. Black people, you
have a responsibility to
yourself. Stand up for the
injustice bestowed upon
you. Let the world know
that you are still alive. SGA
needs you! If there is ever to
be peace and unity on a
college campus, there must

be involvement from the
students themselves. Don't
sit in the background and
let everything be done for
you. Get a piece of the
action. Let the people know
what "Black Soul" is really
about.
Who will win the battle?
What is your choice? Think
about it!
r#

fjeah, I thought
he had mef
ODZOOKENS.
I stilldon't
I U EAEP VOU
know how I
WEEE EATEN 8V
survived T
A TVCANNOSAOBOfi?

I'd lost my club?
What
He had me down?
happened? Then his drooling,
malodorous jaws
damped down on
my bod y?

From the Owl's Nest
by A. Nonymous
The Observant Teacher
of the Week Award goes to
Mr. Chan who has observed
that a bachelor's life is not
all that it's made-out to be.
Congratulations to Mr.
Chan and his new wife.
Something strange
seems to be happening
around campus. Some
maintenance
men
on
campus have suddenly
become food handlers and
serve themselves behind the
counter. What's even
stranger is the minimal
amount of money deposited
in the cash register by
same. Now come on fellows.
How is Jolly Roger going to
make his five percent if you
guys keep doing things like
that?
Dr. Virginia Hinton
wrote an article in the first

issue of The Sentinel about
cultural! events. The only
problem is that all of the
events are happening in the
Humanities Division. Come,
come. Dr. Hinton, there
must be something going on
in the other divisions. Why
not try a canoe trip. There
may not be any big names in
the group, but I hear that
they do a good job singing
White Water Blues.
Plea for the week: Will
the real Dr. Staff please
stand up.
Author's note: Any
similarity to persons or
place living of dead is
purely
intentional.
However, I hereby disclaim
.all intent to injure anyone's
reputation, public image,
credit rating, or sexual
magnetism. (A.N.)

deah ?
deah?

Then the brute
sudden Iu
dropped dead,
apparently
Prom a heart
7?

ort
©1*172

Q>t.
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"Frankly Speaking"

Retardation Short
Course Set For Fall

by Phil Frank

'THIS IS A TENDER LOVE SONG I
WROTE WHILE DCHH0 FIVE YEARS AHD
WAITING TO <3ET OUT TO MY
IT'S ENTITLED "GEE, I'M HORNY!"

(KJC-PIO) "The Nature
and Psychology of Mental
Retardation," a short
course geared to meet the
needs of paraprofessionals
in the field, will be offered
at Kennesaw Junior College
this fall.
Classes will meet on
Thursdays
in
the
Humanities Building from 3
to 5 p.m. October 5 through
November 2.
Although this is not a
college credit course, a
continuing education unit
(CEU) will be awarded to
students who satisfactorily
complete it.
Instructor for the course

SGA Needs Students
by Frank Wilson
The Student Govern
ment Association exists to
develop a sense of in
dividual
and
group
responsibility,
promote
understanding and in
volvement
among
all
members of the college
community,
encourage
meaningful participation in
student affairs, and to
represent and legislate the
interest of the student body
in accordance with the
faculty statutes and the
policies of the Board of
Regents.
EACH AND EVERY
STUDENT ENROLLED AT
THE COLLEGE
IS A
MEMBER
OF
THIS
ORGANIZATION. Mem
bership in the SGA entitles
a student to full privileges
within the organization
including the right to attend
all meetings, to participate
in discussions
within
meetings, to vote on all
matters before the SGA, to
assume as many committee
memberships as one would
desire and be appointed to,
and the right to hold office.
EVERY STUDENT IS EN
COURAGED TO
PAR
TICIPATE AND BECOME
AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF
THE STUDENT GOVERN
MENT ASSOCIATION.
Persons wishing to run
for executive office must be
enrolled for a minimum of
ten quarter hours and must
have earned a minimum of
fifteen quarter hours at
Kennesaw Junior College
prior to taking office with a
2.0 average or having
earned a 2.0 average for the
preceeding two quarters.
These elections occur
during the Spring Quarter
of each academic year.
Specific duties of officers
and procedures for running
for office are listed within

the SGA Bylaws. A copy of
this document may be
obtained from the SGA
office which is located in
the
Student
Services
Building.
Senatorial elections are
held in the Fall Quarter.
Qualifications for running
for the office of Senator are
the same as those required
of an executive office
candidate except that a
beginning freshman may
run. However, a first
quarter freshman assuming
the position of S enator must
have earned at least a 2.0
average after two quarters
in attendance.
Various committee
memberships are open to
the student body at large
while some are part of the
duties and responsibilities
of an elected officer. Some
of these are committees of
the Student Government
Association while others
are faculty committees.
Those committees open to
membership from
the
student body at large are
the Student Aid, Entertainment,
and
Curriculum Committees of
the Student Government
Association.
Faculty
committees include the
Academic Council, Drug
Use and Abuse Committee,
and the Judicial Committee.
Students
also
are
represented on the Student
Affairs Council, the Ad
ministrative Council, and
the Student Activities
Committee by virtue of
holding elected office. Any
student
interested
in
assuming committee or
council membership should
make his intentions known
to the president of the
Student
Government
Association. However, any
student assuming such a

position should be aware
that membership on any of
the above carries a great
deal of responsibility in that
they (the committees and
councils) are resonsible for
either the expenditure of
large amounts of money or
for establishing, amending,
and carrying out the
policies of the college.
Again, all students are
encouraged to become
involved and active in their
student
government.
Meetings are held bi-weekly
in the Private Dining Room
in the Student Services
Building. Announcements
as to the date and time of
meetings are posted on the
SGA bullentin board and in
the calender of events
which was distributed
during registration. Often
times information con
cerning anticipated
business to come before the
Association will also be
posted.
Your student govern
ment is only as strong and
viable as you make it. Your
participation and support of
the
Association
is
necessary if it is to be a
truly
functional
and
meaningful governmental
body. See you at the next
meeting.

will be Georgia T. Henry,
curriculum specialist with
the Northwest Georgia
Regional Health Council.
Mrs. Henry holds the B.S.
degree in early childhood
education and varying
exceptionalities in ex
ceptional child education.
Both degrees were awarded
by Florida State University.
The course will cover the

causes and characteristics
of mental retardation, the
establishing of realistic
goals, characteristics of
hyper-active,
withdrawn
and emotionally-disturbed
children and how to handle
these children.
Registration information
may- be obtained form the
Community Services Office
at Kennesaw Junior College.

Breakfast Launches
KJC Fund Drive
(KJC-PIO) A breakfast
held on the KJC campus
recently launched the
fourth annual Kennesaw
Junior College Foundation
fund drive.
Some 24 trustees of the
Foundation were scheduled
to attend the function, ac
cording to drive chairman
Dr. Henry D. Meaders.
This year's goal is
$40,000. Approximately
$68,000 has been raised by
the Foundation during the
past three years to provide
student scholarships,
salary supplements and
graduate study for faculty
members and other benefits
for which state funds are

not available.
Further impetus will be
given to the drive October 5,
when the Foundation will
sponsor the Cobb County
Chamber of Commerce
Early Bird Breakfast.
Speaker for the breakfast
will be Dr. Vernon D.
Crawford, vice president
for academic affairs at
Georgia Tech.
Sidney
Clotfelter,
chairman of th e initial three
fund drives conducted by
the
Foundation,
was
honored this year by the
college faculty with a
special commendation at
commencement exercises in
June.

Salter Paintings
In Fairburn Show
(KJC-PIO) Paintings by
Thomson Salter, assistant
professor of art at Ken
nesaw Junior College, are
among works by 27 artists
on exhibit this month in an
individual show at the
South Metro Arts Alliance

MILTON

gallery in Fairburn.
Salter has two paintings
on display at the exhibit,
which initiated the opening
of the gallery at 45 Broad
Street. The Salter paintings
are titled "Spanish Land
scape" and "Festival."

GARDNER

C O M E D I A N
Sponsored By

COOPER MOTOR COMPANY
2522 BANKHEAD HWY., N.W.

799-5628-29

JOHNSON TIRE SERVICE
f

737 ROSWELL ST. MARIETTA

427-5591

Faint Victim

[continued from page 1]
reporter revealed the first
the near future in the
Student Services building.
aid kits to consist primarily
The station will occupy one
of: 14 improved Red Cross
of t he offices presently held
bandages, 2 y ards of gauze,
by The Sentinel. According
an ounce of cotton, 36 gauze
to Wilson, the station will
pads, tweezers, a pencil
have a small cot and other
and pad, eye wash, and
equipment.
ammonia inhalant.
"Who will man the
No a dditional provisions
station? I'm not sure,"
have been included for use
Wilson admitted. "But I
in treating a victim for
know we will not have a
shock,
epileptic
fits,
resident nurse or a resident
diabetic problems, or
doctor.
None of the junior
similar
emergency
colleges have them. None of
situations. Nor have ad
them can justify the need of
ministration and faculty
full-time medical care."
.personnel been trained to
Wilson said that it has
provide proper treatment to
become
standard
the victims of these
procedure to designate
problems.
those people on campus
who have first aid ex
Actibn
perience.
As a direct result of the
"I can definitely tell you
incident, tentative plans
that this station will be set
have been made to establish
up," Wilson emphasized.
a first aid course for faculty
"It was a directive from the
and administrative per
Southern Association of
sonnel. Ms. Cullene Harper,
Colleges and Schools...the
director of Community
accrediting
committee.
Services, informed The
We're
in
the
process of
Sentinel that such a course
meeting
all
their
recom
might be sponsored by her
mendations."
office and coordinated with
Additional emergency
Dr. Harris in the Physical
facilities are being con
Education department. She
sidered for the other
added, however, that such
buildings on campus, ac
a course would require
cording to Dr. Carroll
permission from Dr. Horace
Martin, Dean of Student
Sturgis, president of the
Affairs.
college.
Ms. Charlotte Sachs, the
Due to a heavy schedule,
director of nursing, is
Dr. Sturgis was not
working up a list of
available for comment.
equipment that will be
needed
in emergency
Improvements
situations," Dr. Martin
At least one definite
explained. "Blankets and
improvement is being made
pillows located in each
in campus emergency
building would be a
procedure, according to
necessity."
He added that
Frank Wilson, Coordinator
the
list
was
being compiled
of Student Activities.
before
Boone's
misfortune.
"We're in the process of
When
questioned
about
making arrangements with
the
destitute
condition
of
the ambulance service,"
existing first aid kits. Dr.
Wilson explained. "We're
Martin replied, "It doesn't
going to send them a map of
mean much I know, but it's
the college and all the
one step in the whole
facilities so they'll have all
progress."
the information on hand."
Dr. Martin's office.
When asked if he felt
Student Affairs, will be
that the college has a lack
responsible
for
of planned emergency
disseminating
written
procedure, Wilson replied,
emergency procedures. At
"If The Sentinel suspects a
present, the sole directive is
lack of planned procedure, I
a paragraph in the KJC
think it's a
justified
telephone book: "Report all
reaction."
calls for the Fire Depart
Wilson went on to ex
ment, as well as emergency
plain that improvements in
calls
to your PBX O perator.
first aid facilities were
She
will report to the
being considered long
proper
place as well as
before the Boone incident.
others
on
the campus who
A
health
station
is
should
be
informed."
scheduled to be installed in

BEAUTY COUNSELOR

Cosmetics

974-4718
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Emergency numbers are
listed on the first page of
the directory.
Dr. Martin informed The
Sentinel that his office is
making plans for a more
comprehensive emergency
guide.
"We want to get out a
separate fact sheet that
tells step-by-step what to do
in case of an accident. But
we can't get
highly
technical in terms of
diagnosing what's wrong
with a person," he said.
"We'll run it off and
send it to everyone (faculty
and administration), and
we'll keep it posted in
strategic locations," he
added.
Student
Responsibilities
Dr. Martin reminded
The Sentinel that there are
a number of p recautions the
students can take to protect
themselves in case of an
emergency, and he pointed
out the school's policy
toward health care as
stated on page 120 of the
school catalog; "Kennesaw
Junior College, being a non
residential college, does not
assume
the
parental
responsibility for
the
overall health and physical
well-being of its students.
The college does assume,
however, a reasonable
degree of responsibility for
the safety and welfare of i ts
student body by en
couraging all students to
participate in a nominally
priced
accident
and
sickness insurance plan,
maintaining adequately
equipped first aid stations
at strategic locations on
campus, and providing
conscientious supervision
at all extra-curricular
activities and functions."
Part of the burden of
emergency preparedness,
therefore, rests with the
individual.
Dr. Martin emphasized
that student insurance
costs only $18.00 per year
or may be pro-rated to
cover
only
certain
academic quarters. Forms
for the insurance are
available in his office.
Another area in which
student concern is lacking
is in filling out the Student
Statement of Health forms.
Dr. Martin stressed. The
health forms should have
been filled out as part of
each student's application
for admission, but many
students failed to complete
section four of the form:
Authorization
for
emergencies.
This authorization is
important because it gives
the college permission to
call an ambulance and a
doctor in the event of an
emergency. Yet many of the
students neglected to'fill in

Recruiters
On Campus

1by Del
n.l r
*
Eastman
Captain Jonson and
Class, allows undergrads
Sergeant R. Tootle were on
an opportunity to prepare
campus recently in an effort
themselves
for
2nd
to stimulate interest in the
Lieutenant bars while
Marine Corps Officer
drawing $100 per month.
Programs.
There is even a program for
Armed with an im
PLC members to get their
pressive array of attractive
pilot license free.
brochures, indepth in
Captain Jonson in
formation and 12 years of
dicated that response to the
service between them, they
program has exceeded all
were ready and able to
expectations in the middle
answer any questions.
south Georgia area. The
The
program,
quotas have been running
designated The U.S. Marine
120%.
Corps Platoon Leaders

Changes
[continued from page 1]
ment. That plaque, if you
haven't guessed already is
apathy. Or as Statutes
committee Grady O'bier
puts it, "We've been getting
no input."
The case of the statutes
committee is typical, the
present committee is the
successor to a committee
which was decimated by
graduation and drop-outs.
The committee has four
active members, two of
which were not present at
the meeting I attended.
(This meeting was taken up
by my interview of the two
remaining
members.)
Nonetheless this committee
has accomplished many
things. Besides the two
amendments, the committee
has clarified the wording of
the constitution which has
been attack as too vague in
the past. The committee's
other job is of interpretation
of the statutes which will be
accomplished at the next
SGA meeting.
The
understaffed
conditions of the whole
student government is
reflected in the statutes
committee. Chairman
O'bier for example holds
positions on three other
committees and his comthis section.
"On the new health
form," Dr. Martin ex
plained, "we ask parents if
they will assume respon
sibility for paying if an
ambulance is called. But if
we need an ambulance

patriots are similarly over
extended.
A partial reason for this
apathy is the fact that the
administration will only let
the student government
function under its close
supervision. It is the faculty
standing committee that
makes all new additions to
the statutes which cover
student conduct. The SGA
then must comply with the
new rules, being allowed
only to protest them but not
overturn them. Then,
amendments to the con
stitution must be approved
by the same committee after
passing SGA.
Nonetheless.
O'bier
insists that SGA is not yet
reduced to a debating
society. He cites the un
deniable fact that the
administration allows the
students government a far
more
powerful
and
meaningful role in running
its affairs than is usual on
the college scene.
If the amendments pass
SGA 5 days afterword they
will be publically reviewed
before the student body in
the dining room. Finally the
measures will be voted on in
a plebisite to be held along
with the senate elections
next month.
we're not going to wait
around. We're going to get
an ambulance and settle up
later.
"We're not going to
hassle over the dern
thing."
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New Music Column

Introduction To Myself
by Randall Lynn

Photo by Del Eastman

Portrait
by Del Eastman

Sugar and spice and
everything nice, that's what
little girls are made of—and
big girls, too. And Miss
Connie Walker amply fits
this description. (Miss in
leiu of Ms. inserted at
Connie's request.)
Connie
is
working
toward a
degree in
education and plans on
teaching in a Montessori
school when she gets her
certification.
Connie's
college career started at
the University of Arkansas,
(known affectionately as

Hog U.). She is a fourth
quarter freshman.
Connie's busy schedule
extends beyond her school
work. Her hobbies include
chess, cats and motor
cycles, before she sustained
a very serious injury. She is
also running for a place in
the SGA senate. "The SGA
is kind of flimsy at this
point, but I think Allen and
Lucy (SGA Pres. and VicePres.) are trying, and I'm
going to be there working to
improve the situation, too."
Right-on Connie!

It is often noted, by all
those who take note of such
things, that the music of a
particular day and time is a
uniquely
accurate
barometer by which all the
various
tensions,
frustrations, elations, and
exultations of the social
cauldron may be clearly
read and defined. While the
truth of this focusing of
cultural interest on some
other form of creative
expression, it is abundantly
evident today that our
music is as inseperable a
part of our times as our
times are our music.
But what exactly is "our
music?" Certainly, it is the
music that we — our
generation and our society
— thr ive on. Indeed, it is the
medium through which we
cast before the world our
thoughts, our visions, our
longings, and our short
comings. It is the robe in
which we cloak ourselves
and the mask beneath
which we sometimes hide,
hoping things will be a little
better when next we
venture out. It is you, and il
is me. It is, at some points,
everything you think you
are, and, at other points,
everything you would like to
be. It also reflects a step
further along from what you
were.
If music today is such an
integral part of what we
collectively represent and
individually present to one
another, can it be ultimately
defined? I doubt it. It is at
once a feeling, a mood, a

concept, a
force, a
touching, a reaching out, a
regeneration,
and
a
sharing. To attempt to
define it would be to at
tempt to define ourselves—
what we are to each other
and what we try to be
ourselves. Although I've
tried to set such a definition
inaccurate.
So why bother? Let us
simply enjoy.
It is to further the ex
perience of music in our
time that I in tend to write a
series of articles on the
sounds that flow in and out
of our past, our present,
and our future. I'll begin in
the issue two weeks from
today and continue every
other week. I hope we'll be
able to share some ex
periences together. I don't
pretend for a moment to be
an expert in the technical
side of this field, so if y ou're
looking for something to
help build your particular
instrumental talent, you'd
better look elsewhere.
Neither do I pretend to be
the final word on what is
musically valid in today's
culture. I know only that I
was born into a musical
world with music all around
me and that I've spent the
better part of my life trying
to get a bit deeper into the
things our generation's
leading musicians and
performers have been
saying to us all.
Over the years I've
developed my own personal
tastes, and, although I'm
generally quite open-

Faculty Profile

Counselor Likes
Student Body
by Gary Simmers
"A lot more to college
than textbooks," is the
philosophy of Frank Wilson,
Coordinator of Student
Activities at Kennesaw
Junior College.
Frank, originally a
native
of
Brunswick,
Georgia, attended Brun
swick
Junior
College
where he became involved
with and developed respect
for the junior college
system. Frank then at
tended West Georgia
College where he received
his A.B. in Psychology.
After a decision to study
educational guidance and
counseling, Frank received
his master's at West
Georgia in the field of

Student Personnel in Higher
Education.
Frank did his practical
work in the field of student
activities and developed a
deep respect for the extra
curricular aspect of college
life.
Of his job at Kennesaw,
Frank says it provides an
excellent opportunity to
work in all areas of in terest.'
His duties involve directing
student activities, coun
seling, and some teaching in
Psychology.
Frank views college life
as "somewhat of a minisociety" and says that the
"student body at KJC is a
great bunch of people."

photo by Bill Holt

Coordinator of Student Activities, Frank Wilson

minded, I think you will find
that I'm a bit biased
musically. Hence, I more
than likely will step on a
few toes from time to time in
my articles about this
group, that group, this
album, or that album. I'm
likely to put down someone
you may think is really
great or praise a recording
you may think the worst
ever made. Then, again, you
and I are likely to concur at
times.
I hope, at any rate, you
will not hesitate to read and
respond to what I've
written. I plan in the coming
weeks and months to use
this article to bring to your
attention artists and sounds
from around the world that
you may or may not be
completely familiar with.
We will discuss rock and
musical forms other than
rock, the musicians of our
generation and musicians of
generations far removed,
socially, culturally, and,
sometimes, geographically,
from ours. I hope to present
to you descriptions and
photographs of concerts
given by major artists in
and around Georgia, bits
and pieces from the lives
and philosophies of many of
these
artists,
album
reviews, single reviews,
and descriptions of any
motion pictures released
based on rock subjects. You
will be reading about Ravi
Shankar; Arlo Guthrie; The
Band; Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young; Rod McKuen;
Richard Harris; Frank
Sinatra; Rod Stewart and
the Faces; the late Janis
Joplin; Elvis Presley; Simon
and Garfunkel; Jefferson
Airplane; and Leon Russell,
among others. You will also
be reading, someday out in
tomorrow, a rather ex
tended series of articles on
the lives and careers of t hat
trinity
of
1960's
demagogues — Th e Beatles,
Bob Dylan, and The Rolling
Stones.
I may not hit everybody,
and there are a few con
certs I won't bother seeing.
In view of this, please feel
free to write of your own
experiences with modern
music, concerts you've
seen, or records you've
enjoyed, and send it on in to
us. I'm sure The Sentinel
won't mind. At any rate,
there's a lot of good music
happening all around, and a
lot of bad. My name is
Randall Lynn, and, in the
time we have left to us, I
hope we can explore some
of it together.
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Falling In A Pit
by Wesley Channel
Sincerity—most people
are
sincere
about
something in life. Now with
the Fall Quarter here
everyone's sincere about
doing well and making
better grades, but sincerity
alone won't get one the
grades he wants; it takes
action. How many times
have we started out the new
quarter with the intention
of doing our best and then
fallen back into the pit we
were originally in?
Don't most people have
a problem making their
desires to do better turn
into actions? How many
times have we heard
someone say that he's going
to quit something, and
maybe he does for a while,
but later he's back doing
the same thing. There's no
problem with the in-

dividual's sincerity, but
there is a problem in the
ability to change the
behavior pattern. We can
clearly see that there's
more needed than sincerity
to change a person's life
and really more than
sincere actions; it takes a
total transformation.
Where do we look for
that total transformation?
Most people would say God,
but the paradox in the
matter is that most people
believe that all we need to
do is to be sincere about our
belief in God. Yet haven't
we just seen how sincerity
alone will get an individual
little, or no place what
soever? The Bible says that
the demons believe in God
and tremble (James 1:19) —
even the demons believe in
God and they're so sincere

about it they tremble! It's
plain to see that there must
be more than just believing
in God if we want to change
our lives, and there is. We
must come to know and
have a daily relationship
with Jesus Christ because
He's the only way to God
(John 14:6, I Tim. 2:5).
Jesus helps a person
carry out those sincere
desires for changing his life
to their fullness and makes
him a brand new person on
the inside. The thirst for
change is continually
quenched within and he
finds drinking of the living
water that Jesus gives new
life welling up and flowing
out our lives in an abun
dance that only Jesus can
give.

The Doctor's Bag
by Arnold Werner, M.D.
EDITOKS
NOTE: Ad
dress letters to Dr. Arnold
Werner, Box 974, East
Lansing, Mich. 48823.
QUESTION: Enclosed is an
ad from a magazine that
suggests that a woman can
increase her bustline three
to five inches. It is based on
an Excerciser. Please
comment. Does it work?
ANSWER: The ad is for the
Mark Eden Developer and
Bustline Contouring Course.
It shows the usual before
and after pictures—women
increasing their bust from
34 or 35 inches to 39 or 40
inches in just eight weeks.
Indeed, the pictures look
impressive. But closer
examination revealed that
all the women in the
"before" pictures had very
poor posture and since they
were fully clothed it was
impossible to tell what kind
of s upporting bra they were
wearing. The "after"
pictures, in addition to
demonstrating
better
posture, also have the
women wearing bikini
bathing suits with a top that
looks like it gives con
siderable uplift.
Seizing upon the op
portunity to do a quick
experiment, I whipped out
my tape measure and
rounded up a few volun
teers. I had them simulate
the poor posture illustrated
in the magazine ad and
measured them. I then had
them stand properly and remeasured them. All sub
jects increased
their
bustline by at least two
inches, including myself

and another man who
volunteered for the ex
periment. The women in the
ad were very well endowed
to begin with and I am sure
that an uplift bra would
account for another inch or
two. There is little doubt
that exercise muscles in the
chest can maximize a
bustline, but it cannot make
the breast itself any larger.
I think that you would be
perfectly safe to follow the
recommendations in the ad,
but I doubt that you have to
spend $9.95 for an exerciser
to find out what to do.
Check with the people in the
physical
education
department of your school.
• * ••
QUESTION: 1 was told by a
doctor that hickeys on the
breast can lead to breast
cancer. Do you know if
there is any truth in that or
is he just trying to spoil part
of my fun?
ANSWER: Hickeys, for the
uninformed, are bruises
produced by application of
strong suction to a small
area of skin resulting in
blood leaking out of
superficial
capillaries.
Some people use the term to
refer to similar small
bruises that result from
bites. The term is almost
always confined to bruises
produced in the course of
lovemaking or other af
fectionate
play.
Oc
casionally, a small child
might be seen with a hickeylike lesion resulting from
playing a suction cup dart
on his forhead. The idea of
hickeys causing breast

c a n c e r
s o u n d s
preposterous and I imagine
that the physician you saw
was either jealous or
kidding you and you didn't
realize it.
Biting and nibbling, in
addition to other forms of
oral stimulation during sex
play, are found in quite a
few mammals other than
humans.
A
possible
biological explanation for
the pleasurable sensations
of oral activity in a sexual
context is suggested by the
fact that parts of the brain
responding to oral and
genital sensations are
located next to each other
and stimulation of the oral
areas results in excitation
of the genital area.

"Bonnie and Clyde" will be shown on Friday night, Oct. 6, 8
p.m. in the gym. Admission is free with student I.D.

They're Young,
They're In Love,
They Kill People
Warner Bros.' "Bonnie
and Clyde" revives the
Depression-ridden
South
west of the 1930's. It was
the time when bank robber
Clyde Barrow and his cigarsmoking sweetheart, Bonnie
Parker, held sheriffs and
bank tellers in terror and
frequently
captured
headlines with their daring,
reckless, and often poin
tless crimes. The motion
picture, Friday night, Oct.
6, 8 p.m. at the gym, stars
Warren Beatty and Faye
Dunaway in the title roles.
The film was directed by
Arthur Penn and produced
by Beatty.
Beatty and Penn first
collaborated
on
the
deceptive and allegorical
decline of "Mickey One."
However, it is their second
effort, "Bonnie and Clyde,"
that has become an un
disputed milestone in movie
making.
Controversial
enough to make critics

damn and then praise it,
and important enough to
change the entire intent and
purpose of filmmaking for
years to come, "Bonnie and
Clyde" speaks of innovation
— th e violence erupting out
of
playfulness,
the
lovemaking fulfilled be a
sense of impending death,
the actual presence of time
and place, and charac
terization.
Besides Beatty and Miss
Dunaway, the cast includes
Michael J. Pollard as C.W.
Moss, the driver for the
Barrow gang; Gene Hackman as Clyde's brother,
Buck; Estelle Parsons as
Buck's wife, Blanche;
Denver Pyle as the sheriff
who hunted down Bonnie
and Clyde in an obscure
wood in Arcadia, La., on
May 23, 1934; and Gene
Wilder in a sensational
comic "chase" scene that
launched his career as a
comedian.

We have a great selection of jeans
especially LEVI BELLS
{girls invited)

JOHNNY WALKER'S
MEN'S STORES
Park Square

Town & Country

Cobb Center

Peachtree Center
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Sentinel's Top Ten
by Sports Editor
Rick Hayden

f 11

Oklahoma has been
appointed heir apparent to
the NCAA football throne
by the Sentinel sports staff.
Though rated number 2 in
the "other" (AP-UPI) polls,
The Sentinel feels that the
Sooners' composite score of
117-3 thus far in the season
deserves a number one
ranking.
Southern Cal., #2, has
swapped
places
with
Oklahoma in The Sentinel's
ratings. Colorado, another
big-eight team, is #3.
Tennessee and Alabama,
both of w hom could win the
National Championship if
Oklahoma or USC falters,
are rated 4th and 5th and
will play each other in the
future.
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Debbie Parker becomes K)C Unicycle Champion.

Blumenthal Plugs
Physical Fitness
by Assoc. Sports Editor
Michael Klang

KJC's physical education
department has imported
an instructor from Las
Vegas who doesn't gamble,
smoke, or drink. "When you
live in Las Vegas, you know
not to gamble," stated Mr.
Blumenthal in a recent
Sentinel
interview.
Blumenthal, a member of
the Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints (the
Mormon Church) adheres to
the Mormon policy of not
drinking alcoholic
beverages. "We don't drink
coffee or tea, either. God
has given us the steward
ship of our bodies, and we
are expected to maintain
them in the best possible
condition."
Mr. Blumenthal came to
Kennesaw by way of
Northside Junior High in
Vegas, where he coached
and taught. When asked
how he heard about KJC,
Blumenthal explained that
"I was interviewed by Dr.
Harris in Houston at the
National Convention of the
American Association for
Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation. While
visiting the campus in
March and June, I was
impressed by both the
administration and P.E.
Department."
Mr. Blumenthal reminds
one of a history professor,
neatly
trimmed
hair,
goatee, and knowledgeable,
easy-going manner; but his
favorite hobby, rodeo-riding

and observing, illustrates
that he could not be
satisfied in the less exciting
atmosphere of a classroom.
Needless to say, Blumenthal
"enjoys athletics and
working
with
young
people."
Not wanting to let Mr.
Blumenthal get off the hook
too easily. The Sentinel
asked him how his work
justified his philosophy of
life: "I feel that one of my
main goals in life is to help
people keep fit so they can '
enjoy life."
Mr. Blumenthal enjoys
life with his expectant wife
and his two children, Gina
and Christopher.

Team

Votes

1. Oklahoma

96

2. USC

92

3. Colorado

80

4. Tennessee

70

5. Alabama

60

6. Ohio State

50

7. Nebraska

45

8. LSU

30

9. Michigan

20

10. Arizona State

9

Fall Intramurals
The intramural season
is underway. Teams for
men and women are now in
the process of being
organized. If you are in
terested in participating on
an intramural team, you
may contact one of the

following captains:
MEN
Mike Abney 422-0586
Charles Fuller 753-5895
Harry Whitehead 445-4192
Jim Hogan 428-8805
Bob Roesch 422-0841
Tim Cole 948-0031

Alan Archie 691-3864
WOMEN
Diana Benson 255-0917
Nan Mulkey 428-4656
Brenda Amos 427-6913
Faye McCord 427-4329
Ann Pope 428-1754

The following activities will be offered this quarter:
ACTIVITY
Men's Flag Football
Men's Horseshoes
Men's Golf
Men's Table Tennis
Men's Badminton
Men's Cycling
Women's Volleyball
Women's Horseshoes
Women's Golf
Women's Table Tennis
Women's Badminton
Women's Cycling
Coed Volleyball

Entries Due
Oct. 2
No entry
Oct. 9
Oct. 23
No entry
Oct. 6
No entry
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
No entry
Nov. 17

You need not be a
member of a specific team
in order to participate in

Date Begins
Oct. 3
Oct. 4
Oct. 10
Oct. 11
Oct. 25
Nov. 21
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 18
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 20

Location
IM Fields
IM Fields
Par 56
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
IM Fields
Par 56
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym

the individual sports. Sign
up sheets are available in
the lobby of the gym and in

Days
Time
T Th
3:10
Daily
Arrange
Tues.
All day
Daily
Arrange
Daily
Arrange
Tues.
3:30
M W
3:10
Daily
Arrange
Wed.
All day
Daily
Arrange
Daily
Arrange
Wed.
3:30
M T W 3:10

the Student Activities
Center dining room.

Football Predictions
October 7

Hayden

Roe

Blumenthal

Cavin

Cain

Klang

Brigham Young - Long
Beach
Memphis St. - Tennessee
Alabama - Georgia
Clemson - Ga. Tech
Florida - FSU
LSU - Rice
Miss Sate - Kentucky
Tulane - Pittsburgh
Arizona - UCLA
Arizona St. - Oregon St.
Colorado - Kansas St.
Louisville - Tampa
Michigan - Navy
Notre Dame - Mich. St.
Ohio State - California
Southern Cal. - Stanford
Osborne - Douglas Co.
Marietta - Dalton
Atlanta - Detroit

BYU

BYU

BYU

BYU

BYU

BYU

Tenn.
Ala.
Tech
FSU
LSU
Ken.
Tulane
UCLA
Ariz.
Colo.
Lou.
Mich.
N. D.
Ohio
USC
Douglas
Marietta
Atlanta

Tenn.
Ala.
Tech
FSU
LSU
Miss.
Tulane
UCLA
Ariz.
Colo.
Tampa
Mich.
N. D.
Ohio
S. Cal.
Douglas
Marietta
Detroit

Tenn.
Ala.
Tech
FSU
LSU
Miss.
Pitts.
UCLA
Ariz.
Colo.
Lou.
Mich.
Mich. St.
Ohio
USC
Douglas
Marietta
Atlanta

Tenn.
Ala.
Tech
FSU
LSU
Ken.
Tul.
UCLA
Ariz.
Colo.
Lou.
Mich.
N. D.
Ohio
USC
Doug.
Mar.
Atlanta

Tenn.
Ala.
Tech
FSU
LSU
Miss.
Tul.
UCLA
Ariz.
Colo.
Lou.
Mich.
M. St.
Ohio
USC
Doug.
Dalton
Atlanta

Tenn.
Ala.
Tech
FSU
LSU
Miss.
Pitts
UCLA
Ariz.
Colo.
Lou.
Mich.
Mich. St
Ohio
USC
Doug.
Dalton
Detroit

